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Abstract—Quality gates, steps required to ensure the reliability of code changes, are supposed to increase the confidence stakeholders have in a release. In today’s fast-paced environments, we have less time to perform the necessary precautions to minimize the risk of a faulty release. This leads to an inherent trade-off between risk of lower release quality and time to market. We provide a model for this trade-off of release “confidence” and “velocity” that led to the formulation of 4 categories (cautious, balanced, problematic, madness), in which companies can be classified in. We showcase real examples of these categories as case studies based on previous empirical studies. We close by presenting possible transitions between categories that guide future research.

I. INTRODUCTION

Staying ahead of competition is one of the main principles of how companies operate. For companies that deliver software, being competitive mostly translates into the ability to deliver new functionality quickly and efficiently. This often leads to the mantra of “move fast and break things”, which has been made popular by Facebook [1]. This approach can take a toll on the resulting reliability of a new release. Traditionally, quality gates (steps required to ensure the reliability of change) are supposed to increase the confidence stakeholders have in the reliability of a release. However, a “move fast” environment leaves less time to perform the necessary precautions to minimize the risk of a faulty release. This leads to an inherent trade-off between risk of lower release quality and time to market. Companies, tool vendors, and researchers need to understand the problem space of this trade-off to make informed decisions on how to influence their release process within this area. To provide the means for process comprehension in this space, we propose a high-level model over release confidence and velocity.

The idea for this work evolved from two recently conducted studies – an analysis of the impact of cloud computing on software development processes [2], and a study on how the practices associated with continuous delivery and deployment found their way into the broad software industry [3]. In both studies, we conducted qualitative interviews with 25 and 20 professional software developers or release engineers, respectively, and validated the results by quantitative surveys with more than 450 (>290 and >180) practitioners in total. The qualitative parts of both studies revealed and indicated a relation between the effort companies put into quality gates throughout the development process (confidence) and the pace with which they can release new versions of their applications (velocity). In this work, we investigate this relation and derive a model based on release confidence (emerging from the quality gates) and the velocity of releases. The model is structured into 4 high-level categories. We discuss their properties and showcase companies falling into these categories. Moreover, we touch on potential future research on how companies can self-assess their release confidence and velocity, and how academic and industrial research can support and guide the transition within those categories.

The primary contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- Based on a definition of release confidence and velocity within the realm of quality gates in software releases, we formulate a model to classify companies in high-level categories of that spectrum. The model consists of four categories (cautious, balanced, problematic, madness) showcasing the trade-offs between confidence and velocity.
- We identify and discuss ways of how companies can transition between those categories as first guidelines.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces our model of release confidence and velocity. In Section III, the categories resulting from our model are complemented with case studies from industry. Section IV showcases possible transitions between the different categories. Section V contrasts our work within related literature. Section VI concludes our work and gives an outlook for future research.

II. CONFIDENCE-VELOCITY MODEL

In this section, we introduce the model that emerged from our previously conducted studies. As a first step, we define the terms of release confidence and velocity used within this work and then discuss the derived model in more detail.

A. Overview

Companies’ quality assurance processes usually comprise testing activities (manual and/or automated) and code reviews. The outcome of those activities have substantial impact on the decision whether an application or change is ready to be released, or additional development effort is required for the purpose of leveraging stability and quality.

Automation, starting from committing changes to version control systems, through quality gates, until a new version is ready to be released is a fundamental element of continuous
delivery and deployment (CD) [4]. CD influences many phases of traditional development processes [5] and is associated with several risk mitigation strategies for keeping the impact of issues low [3].

**Confidence.** Tests and code reviews are essential elements for companies to ensure that changes, once deployed to production environments, behave as expected. In this work, we define release confidence as the amount of confidence gained on the three quality gates automated testing, manual testing, and code reviews. As shown by Inozemtseva and Holmes [6], single factors such as code coverage are not sufficient to measure the effectiveness of tests. Thus, to quantify release confidence gained by automated and manual testing, and code reviews, multiple factors (i.e., internal and external) need to be taken into account. Besides code coverage, factors such as the number of previously passed tested runs, or the number of automatically detected issues in code sections may be worth considering. Concerning code reviews, not only the quantity of code reviews might play a role (e.g., mandatory for every commit), but also who conducts them (e.g., team members, external experts), their level of expertise, and who makes sure that resulting change requests are implemented correctly.

**Velocity.** Velocity is the pace with which changes are running through the quality gates, starting with the commit of a change until it reaches the production environment. In our simplified model, we reduce velocity to the time needed to assess each single quality gate and to build and deploy the application. This includes delays due to manual decisions about the release readiness (e.g., approval processes) based on the results of test execution and code reviews. Moreover, we include the effort for developing and maintaining (automated) tests that varies over the course of time. However, we exclude the time invested in setting up and configuring appropriate tooling as those are non-recurring.

Establishing the terms *confidence* and *velocity* allows us to properly formulate the problem space that is inherent when considering these properties within a release process.

**B. Confidence-Velocity Categorization Model**

Based on confidence and velocity, we derive a simplified model that leads to four categories arranged on a grid from both low to high confidence and velocity. The aim of this model is to illustrate the conflicting nature of the model parameters. The resulting categories depict how this conflict facilitates in software release processes. The model is depicted in Figure 1. In the following we will introduce and discuss the peculiarities of each category.

**Cautious.** Companies in this category are careful when it comes to releases. They are characterized by a high emphasis on (automated) testing, code reviews for a multitude of commits, and manual approval processes decreasing velocity (e.g., external pressure because of domain requirements or customer expectations). Well-maintained, automated test suites are preferred to manual testing for the purpose of mitigating risks of human-caused errors (e.g., steps not executed correctly).

Manual tests are supplemental and applied to gain additional confidence in areas that are hard to test automatically.

**Problematic.** Companies in this category lack confidence in their quality gates. Reasons include, amongst others, missing regression testing, the absence of or not enough code reviews, insufficiently maintained test suites (both automated and manual) or their wrong execution, a shortage in quality assurance personnel, or unclear roles and responsibilities regarding quality assurance. Velocity is either low as a direct consequence of this, or because of external pressure (e.g., a company’s domain), or internal organizational and technical challenges (e.g., lack of automated tooling, legacy systems).

**Madness.** Madness is the combination of *problematic* with high velocity. Companies in this category benefit from short release cycles, thus early customer feedback and reduced time to market. Issues might be fixed fast, but the lack of proper quality gates make releases risky and stressful. In contrast to *problematic*, quality assurance often plays a minor role by choice. That is, these companies decide on that the (perceived) benefits of quality assurance are not worth the costs. Customer feedback is the main "quality assurance mechanism" – as long as there are no complaints, everything is considered to be fine.

**Balanced.** This category portrays the vision of continuous delivery [4], [7]. This category is defined by high velocity, thus taking advantage of reduced time to market and early customer feedback, combined with high confidence about the quality of releases. Automation is essential to keep velocity high, with manual testing only playing a minor role. Code reviews are of central importance (e.g., for critical code sections), but are often not overly formal. Moreover, this category is characterized by post-deployment quality assurance mechanisms. This includes runtime monitoring for detecting issues that made it through the quality gates and sophisticated risk mitigation strategies (e.g., CD practices such as canary deployments or dark launches).

**III. Case Studies**

In this section, we revisit the categories of our model in form of small case studies, not only to shed some light on the decisions as to why companies choose, or fall into, a specific category, but also to demonstrate that these categories make sense, and can be used to study transitions between categories in future research. Table I provides an overview of
the companies used for the case studies, as well as the source of these cases.

A. Cautious

One of the major factors forcing companies into this category is external pressure. For example, C1, a company developing applications in the area of e-government, has to keep the release frequency low as their customers simply do not allow more frequent releases. Internally, considering technical requirements, they could release more frequently, but manual decision processes delay the overall velocity forcing them to be cautious.

Another example for a company in this category is C2, which is developing web-based applications in the domain of telecommunication systems. Even though their internal pipeline for building, testing, and releasing software would support more frequent releases, they release four times a year. They have strict organizational policies and testing guidelines. Six to eight weeks are explicitly reserved for testing new releases on production-like systems before they are considered “ready” to be released to customers. According to our interview participant, these guidelines (e.g., 100% code coverage for all classes) were even too strict and resulted in chaos when it came to maintaining automated tests. Unit tests were optimized for reaching code coverage, not necessarily to identify bugs. In the end, they put more effort into fixing broken tests than actual feature development. Due to the size of the ever increasing code base, they were not able to fix it and at some day, they had to accept that broken tests just do not pass anymore. This company is an example that being too cautious could lead – in certain circumstances – to a decreasing release confidence. Hence, C2 could be also considered for the problematic category.

B. Problematic

A company being slow in terms of their release frequency, thus low velocity, coupled with a low release confidence is C3. Velocity is low because of their application type (i.e., on-premises enterprise software), thus there are no incentives in speeding up velocity. However, according to our interview participant, they have severe problems regarding code quality, even though they have a dedicated quality assurance team. QA focuses on automated regression testing, and tests for newly contributed code are not mandatory. Thus, few new code contributions come with associated automated test code. They lack of code reviews, wherein quality issues would be detected and discussed. Hence, developers in C3 also miss out on learning effects. The interview participant mentioned that it would help dramatically if they would introduce code reviews similar to the policy of the Mozilla Development Network\(^1\), especially for newly hired developers. This is again an example for a company targeting cautious but failed and thus resides in the problematic category.

C. Balanced

An example for a company in this category is C4. They take advantage of early customer feedback and reduced time to market. At the same time, they have a good feeling about the quality of upcoming releases, knowing that if things go wrong, they are detected fast and could be reverted or fixed within minutes. However, every deployment comes with a sort of a review, even if it is just by quickly tipping a coworker’s shoulder and asking for advice. Such short release cycles with multiple deployments a day need a level of trust and culture. Everyone is aware that it does not matter how large the set of automated tests is, there would always be changes that could have negative impacts and those will not be detected. As our participant mentioned, the degree of testing is proportional to the amount of risk involved. More, but smaller changes and sophisticated runtime monitoring help keeping confidence and velocity in balance.

D. Madness

High velocity paired with low confidence would be the literal mantra of “move fast and break things” [1]. However, this combination is usually countered with the ability to leverage early feedback, safe experimentation, and rollbacks, as described in our previous case study of a balanced company. In the case of C5, these measures were not implemented as part of the release process. No quality gates (except the software developer’s own tests) were put in place before releasing changes to all users in production. The participant elaborated that the company weighed the costs of having dedicated QA to releasing bugs from time to time. This category is appealing to companies with smaller codebases (i.e., startups), because it provides the ability to push new features very fast, without the cost of QA. However, as the company and its codebase grows, it makes sense to consider transitioning away from the madness category.

IV. Transitions

The derived model allows to discuss the consequences of those categories, identify research gaps on how to better support companies in a certain category as well as on the migration towards other categories. In this section, we will showcase two key transitions: cautious to balanced and madness to balanced.

**Cautious to Balanced.** Suppose we have a company similar to C2. Even though high automation is reached, there is an extensive set of tests which prevents them from bringing new features or changes in case of issues faster to production. When confronted with runtime issues that are in need of an immediate hotfix, one option would be to execute only a subset of relevant tests ensuring that the hotfix does not break core

\(^1\)https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Code_Review_FAQ
functionality. There has been a multitude of research on the field of selective regression testing [8]. However, as we learned throughout the interviews of our two studies [2], [3], none of the companies used any tool resulting from this research. Instead, they either executed all tests or a subset based on intuition. Thus, what is missing here is a transfer of research knowledge back to the software industry, providing companies with tool support which allows them to increase the velocity while maintaining a high level of confidence.

**Madness to Balanced.** The *madness* category shows the other extreme. There are either no tests at all, or just a small set that leads to little confidence. Thus the task here is to identify those code blocks or functionality which are "hot" in order to have a starting point for testing and reviewing it. Basically, this field is strongly related to bug prediction mechanisms based on static code analysis [9]. One potential extension would be the combination of runtime data (e.g., profiling) and static code analysis. Application performance monitoring tools such as New Relic have gained attention and may provide a valuable entry point for future research.

V. RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt categorizing companies based on their effort on quality gates and the time needed for bringing changes to production.

There has been work on release frequencies and their impact. Khomh et al. [10] studied the impact of release frequencies on software quality, one of the observations was that with shorter release cycles users do not experience more post-deployment bugs. Mäntylä et al. [11] analyzed the impact on software testing efforts when reducing the release cycle time in a case study of Mozilla Firefox. Stewart et al. [12] tried to relate code quality to factors such as release frequency, number of releases and the changes in size of the code base across releases in open source software projects, but could not derive any conclusions. McIntosh et al. [13] studied the impact of code review coverage on software quality. Baccelli and Bird [14] investigated the outcomes and challenges of modern tool-based code reviews and observed that, amongst other things, code reviews are not only used for revealing defects, but also serve to promote awareness and knowledge transfer. Slightly related to velocity is the work of Staron et al. [15]. They identified the time-to-release as the main indicator for release readiness based on a number of metrics.

VI. CONCLUSION

We derived a simple model for release confidence and velocity consisting of four categories. We discussed the peculiarities of each category and presented small case studies. This work is a first step towards a model which allows companies to consider velocity and confidence as a vehicle to aid process comprehension. We propose the following directions for future research:

**Quantification of release confidence and velocity.** We have provided high-level definitions of confidence and velocity. To support self-assessment, concrete mechanisms are required allowing a quantification of confidence and velocity. This includes, the identification of factors influencing both dimensions and investigating the importance of those factors (e.g., through weighting) across various company and application types.

**Guidelines.** We plan to establish guidelines for companies to support them in improving their current situation and migrating between categories. Thus, research has to investigate what the impact of transitions is, identify the problems companies face in the four categories, and how those problems can be tackled to support the migration towards other categories.
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